
 

UK to require COVID-19 shots for nursing
home workers
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British Prime Minister Boris Johnson waves at the media as he leaves 10
Downing Street to attend the weekly Prime Minister's Questions at the Houses of
Parliament, in London, Wednesday, June 16, 2021. Credit: AP Photo/Matt
Dunham

Britain will require COVID-19 vaccinations for nursing home workers in
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England, arguing that the need to protect vulnerable residents
outweighed employees' right to choose whether to get the jab.

Health Secretary Matt Hancock announced the new rules Wednesday
together with plans for a public consultation on extending the vaccine
requirement to National Health Service workers. He described the
vaccination mandate as a sensible step to save lives.

"The vast majority of staff in care homes are already vaccinated but not
all, and we know that the vaccine not only protects you but protects those
around you,'' he told the House of Commons. "Therefore we will be
taking forward the measures to ensure the mandation as a condition of
deployment for staff in care homes.''

The regulations, pending parliamentary approval, take effect in October.

The announcement came as lawmakers were asked to approve the
Conservative government's plan to postpone the final easing of the
national lockdown for four weeks, delaying the end of restrictions until
July 19. Hancock said the delay would give "a few more crucial weeks"
to vaccinate as many people as possible.

Legislators voted by 461 to 60 to approve the delay, despite angry
opposition from a minority of anti-lockdown Conservative lawmakers.

Unions have objected to mandatory vaccinations, in part because it treats
those workers differently than the general population.

The GMB union said the government should focus on persuading
workers to get vaccinated rather than imposing mandates that might
alienate staff members. According to the union, more than a third of
care home workers have indicated they would consider leaving their jobs
if they were forced to be vaccinated.
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The GMB called on Prime Minister Boris Johnson's Conservative
government to improve pay and working conditions for care home
employees and to bring mobile vaccination clinics to care homes to make
it easier for them to receive shots.

"Instead, ministers are ploughing ahead with plans to strong-arm care
workers into taking the vaccine without taking seriously the massive
blocks these workers still face in getting jabbed," GMB national officer
Rachel Harrison said.

Some 84% of staff in care homes for older adults in England have had at
least one dose of vaccine, and almost 69% have had both shots,
according to NHS data.

But vaccination rates vary across the country. In the borough of Hackney
in east London, just 67% of care home workers have had their first dose
and 59% have gotten two shots.

Experts have expressed concern about making the inoculations a civil
rights issue. Dr David Elliman, a consultant who works with vulnerable
children and their caregivers, said those who are hesitant may reject the
government telling them what to do.

"Staff in health and social care have been working under extreme
pressure during the pandemic. They are overworked, underpaid and in
short supply,'' he said. "Rather than introduce compulsion, which could
be counterproductive, we need to engage with hesitant staff, ideally on a
one-to-one basis to try and allay their concerns.''

© 2021 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not
be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed without permission.
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